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Abstract
The creative process of visual artists is not a well-understood
methodology for intellectual inquiry. In particular, there are amorphous
and individual aspects of it that defy narrow categorization. These
aspects, like the gathering and associating labors, which vary from
artist to artist, are nonetheless fundamental to our practices. The
author investigates how the creative process has been defined and
how the creative process is being used outside the traditional artistic
context. Artists exist in a space where categories and definitions can
be abandoned, where thought is advanced through the act of making,
where worldviews can be imagined, where apparent contradictions
manipulated, and where materials guide meaning. Arts based research
provides an avenue for experimental, experiential, tangible thinking
through the creative process. The creative method, derived from the
creative process of artists, could one day join the ranks of the scientific
method and other recognized methods for intellectual inquiry, leading to
the question: can the arts be taught to expand thinking in all fields?
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The art of writing is the art of discovering
what you believe.

Gustave Flaubert
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Prelude:
Finding the Context
I was born into an intensely driven academic family,
where PhDs, and Harvard and Yale degrees were
regularly shaken out of the family tree and presented
like heirlooms at family gatherings. As I grew up,
I found academia easy, comfortable, obvious, yet
limiting. From a very early age I was drawn to the
stars, to the imaginary, the what-ifs, and the beyond. I
struggled to find the language that would address my
questions. I found the methods of academic inquiry
didn’t dig deeply enough into what I wanted to know.
While academic inquiry was a foundation for my
thinking, it was not until I was 21 that I found a more
satisfying avenue for my curiosity. A friend suggested
I take a course outside my major at Wellesley College,
where I double majored in anthropology and folklore.
The course, “Drawing 1”, was taught by Bunny
Harvey, a painter and a thinker. My friend told me
that whether or not I was interested in art or could
even draw, I should take the class because of the way
the teacher taught you to think—to think through
seeing and making. I took the class expecting to draw
terribly, but hoping to learn to think in new ways.
I did, in fact, learn to think differently, but I also

discovered I had a latent talent as an artist; I could
transform mark into meaning. Bunny taught me to
truly look, not only at my subject, but also at myself.
She taught me to trust what seeing and making could
tell me. She taught me to listen to what I learned
through the act of drawing.
It was as if the gods had placed a crack in the
universe. My world was changed. Like the children
entering the musty, old wardrobe between the heavy,
fur coats in C.S. Lewis’, The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe, I discovered vast worlds right in front of
me. This knowledge was a gift. I could now dance
with the stars, indulge curiosity, and create though
the act of art making. The creative process impacted
everything I looked at, or did, and it still does. Bunny
Harvey’s class was the true birthplace of intellectual
inquiry for me; it gave me a way of thinking deeply
about the world and communicating what I learned in
a way that language alone hadn’t. Imagination,
observation, and experiential learning opened doors
for my thinking. Previously limited not only by
language, but also by assumed categories, I found I
could transcend categorical thinking by experimenting
through making, by finding new associations and
meaning in my materials and my actions.
While this epiphany created clarity for me, it also
provided me with a way to approach my interactions
with the world. However, I found people outside the
art world didn’t know or value the creative process—
i

it was considered, if at all, as a way to make aesthetic
objects, nothing more. It was viewed as unscientific
and unreliable. It was viewed as individual and
“made-up”. I was shocked to realize this. To me,
learning to think like an artist felt like the first time
I discovered the scientific method, or the participant
observation methodology of ethnographic research.
These structured ways of seeing and knowing made
sense. To me, the creative process is an equally
well-structured, organized way of viewing problem
solving. It can be applied to anything: to science,
to politics, to social interventions, to business, to
education. It can be taught in the art curriculum,
not to the end result of making artists, but to the end
result of making thinkers in all fields.
Of course, there are plenty of people who do value
the creative process. Artists obviously see value in
it, and interestingly enough, support, enthusiasm,
and camaraderie is often found in both the natural
and social sciences. Tim Ingold is a theoretical
anthropologist working at the University of
Aberdeen, UK. In his book, Making: anthropology,
archaeology, art and architecture, he discusses the value
of thinking through making. Ingold taught a course
of the same title, where “[t] he aims of the course were
to train students in the art of inquiry” (Ingold, 2013,
p. 11). Observing a relationship between the social
sciences and art, he makes the point that one can
research and learn everything about string, but until
a person twists a string into being using their own

hands, they cannot truly know and understand what
string is, (p.118). Ingold also discusses the importance
of materials and our relationship with them, how we
find and give meaning to objects in our lives, (p. 11).
He then also references Michael Polanyi’s series of
lectures, The Tacit Dimension. Polanyi famously wrote,
“I shall reconsider human knowledge by starting
from the fact that we can know more than we can tell”,
comparing the knowledge sources that the general
public recognizes, and the knowledge resources
embedded in craft or art to an iceberg: only a small
portion is visible; the knowledge of craft is yet to be
fully understood and appreciated, (p. 109).
When I first discovered the value of the creative
process, its universal applicability seemed obvious to
me, but I still could not find the words to adequately
describe it to other people. It was a concrete process,
but its magical and mystical qualities remained
important for me, personally. How could such
beautiful things come out of my hands? How can I
talk about the creative process and not discuss that
unique and rare quality that distinguishes the artist
from mere mortal? How could I describe what it is
I do when I think through making, without teaching
the actual making of art? Could I communicate what
it is that artists, designers, and craftsmen do when the
discussions seem contradictory and confusing using
traditional categories?
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The inability to translate to others what the creative
process is, what it does, and why it has value
persisted like a toothache; it bothered and frustrated
me, but I just couldn’t knock the idea loose. Kyna
Leski’s book, The Storm of Creativity, was the spark
that exploded my thinking. She was able to capture
discrete parts of the creative process as well as its
amorphous qualities, using the metaphor of the storm
that has no absolute beginning and no absolute end.
(Fig. 1)

Her version was not a perfect illustration or a recipe
for my experience of the creative process. But it was a
vision in which I could see the way I work. I realized
that there was a form; a tangible, usable form, for the
creative process. I wanted to break it open and start
mulling over the parts; organizing and reorganizing
until I found resonance; sharing with the world my
wonderful universe populated by amazing artists
and thinkers. Just like in C. S. Lewis’ world though,
I know that most people will still see the back of the
wardrobe in the spare room, wooden and flat, where
others will see snow and street lamps and satyrs and
talking animals. I invite you into the mythical land
where I exist. I invite you to see the possibilities. I
invite you across a threshold into the space where
artists think through making.

For those willing to look for streetlamps in
the snow

Fig. 1. Storm’s eye View,
Kyna Leski, The Storm of Creativity (2015)

The creative process is a long overlooked resource and
has been relegated to the realms of the mysterious and
the childish. But the creative process is an approach
that is taught and practiced, and can be utilized to
create more thoughtful and fully developed ideas and
responses. The creative process is a series of stages
that allow for more open, considered observations of
problems, for deeper and more individual paradigm
shifts, more long lasting solutions, and invention and
ingenuity. The creative process can also take into
iii

account experiential resources, unique worldviews,
and unanticipated conditions as a matter of course,
resulting in more complex and unique responses or
analysis. However, this is only possible if, and only if,
the practitioner is willing to think differently; to think
the way an artist thinks when they are engaged in the
creative process, resisting limitations and finality.
There are two parts to my thesis endeavors; the first is
to research the creative process. I began from where I
began, utilizing traditional academic research. There
is a great deal of literature on creativity, generating
ideas, and issues relating to the creative process in
fine art, design, and craft. But I could find little about
the actual experience of what happens during the
creative process, and why that matters to other fields.
Therefore, there is also little about how the creative
process can be taught in other fields. I had to turn to
the wisdom of artists to find meaningful answers.
Drawing from literature on the subject and lived
experience, I will share some of what has been written,
and highlight what I feel to be significant about the
gathering and associating part of the process—what
makes the creative process come alive in an artist’s
hands. During this part of the process, people do
research, observe, investigate, gather resources and
materials, collect objects and ideas, sketch, explore
and develop possibilities, shift viewpoint, and
discover new associations. Artists create a language
for their problem or subject using this information; a
unique language developed specifically to

communicate something special and distinct. They
make mistakes and discover the unintended. It is at
this point that an artist’s mind wanders, allowing for
surprising associations to develop, for unusual
connections to be made, and for inspiration to strike.
Often times, these associations take form not simply
in 2-dimensional space, but in 3-dimensions. The
objective at this point in the process is not to answer or find
solutions, but rather to open one’s thinking and make room
for new ways of seeing and learning.
Artists have the capacity to exist in or have
perspective on multiple viewpoints simultaneously
through this establishing work. It is this period,
which is often viewed as wasted time or unnecessary
by non-artists, where the greatest ideas and images
emerge. It is where artists step out of categorical
thinking, break established boundaries and resist
finality. It is here where the muse visits, the divine
strikes, and innovation happens. I am not suggesting
that I can make everyone an artist and apply a
formula, but I am suggesting, that by entering into
that space where artists think and make, that there is
potential for an orientation and a re-orientation that
increases an individual’s ability to see and think more
complexly and more sensitively in diverse situations,
avoiding reiterations of standard, generalized
thinking. Drawing from the experience of other
artists, I am trying to make visible what makes the
creative process so unique and so valuable, not just to
artists, but to all people engaged in inquiry.
iv

Theory alone, however, is not enough for me. Theory
and practice are reliant on one another in the search
for essential truths. Theory initiates making and
making fuels theory. The second goal for my thesis
is to put into practice, in real world terms, how
these idea are made manifest; how imagination
and gathering can lead to an openness, greater
consideration, and deeper analysis and production,
creating more successful solutions and new ideas.
The form of this thesis is an attempt, not only to
show gathering and associating, or to exemplify the
creative process in use, but also to allow the “reader/
doer” to step into the artists’ shoes and experience
the process themselves. This will allow the reader/
doer not only to see the theory in practice, but to
practice it themselves, to engage with it in a personal
way and to attempt to see things through these multidimensional associations. (Please see the Gathering
for Meaning artwork associated with this thesis.) The
Gathering for Meaning artwork that accompanies this
thesis is a sculptural form, consisting of many levels,
layers and relationships. It is box-like, full of intimate
spaces, filled with objects, images, and pages that
all relate to one another. The reader/doer can move
and rearrange the parts for themselves, opening
and closing different parts, taking the contents out,
and rearranging them to create new meaning for
themselves. It is an action-based investigation into
the relationship between doing and making and the
thinking that is associated with that relationship. My
thesis book is contained within the sculptural form

in order to show the relationship between a creative
product and the creative process. This artwork is not
meant to be THE answer to what the creative process
is, it is meant to be AN answer to what the creative
process is. This is an open-ended inquiry designed to
produce more questions, further investigations, and
avoid categorical definition.
This work, this spark, for I have no intention of
asserting the finality of this discussion, is an invitation
to others to engage in an ongoing dance about the
value of the artist’s perspective. It is the first step
in what I hope will be multi-layered collaborations
existing and moving in time, and in relation to
other fields and methods, in order to further our
thinking. It is a manifesto, of sorts, designed to be
dis-assembled, re-assembled, and developed in order
to gather new meaning, create new associations and
imagine even further innovation learned from the
creative process of artists, designers, and craftsmen.
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Chapter 1: Orienting
the Conversation
My Process
For this thesis, I decided that I not only needed to
conduct traditional library-based research and write
a thesis paper, I also needed to exemplify the creative
process by thinking through making and doing arts
based research throughout. Tim Ingold writes that,
“participant observation is a way of knowing from
the inside” (p. 5). Arts based research is very similar
to ethnographic research in that one has to be both
an observer and a participant. I believe that arts
based research delves deeper into the experiential
knowledge of the maker in a different way than
traditional knowledge gathering does and gives
language to what we, as humans, do and know
intuitively—that which we do not always have
access to through spoken or written language. Arts
based research is not burdened by the confines of the
marketplace in the same way as commercial or gallery
driven art and craft, and is not restricted in the same
way by the categories or finality of academic research.
Arts based research is, in fact, more about searching
for the unknown, rather than acquiring and ordering
recognized knowledge. As I hope you will see, the
creative process involves a number of things that are
not typically associated with traditional research and

writing an academic paper. Thinking through art
making is a unique methodology that is non-linear.
It relies on the knowledge of the body, and it requires
a great deal of listening and sitting with absences.
There is a period of gathering. There is a period of
making associations, not just through primary source
material, but also through seemingly random things
and free association. Part of the creative process
is about discovering the familiar in the unfamiliar,
and about finding implied stories through the
exploration of materials. These less obvious vehicles
for knowledge gathering often offer information
without providing potential clues; the artist needs
to discover them. One has to simply dare to look
into a vast sea of resources and pluck out potential
building blocks based on intuitive knowledge. Some
things that seem to be of use, but later prove not to be,
must be discarded for coherence—but never thrown
away, because their meaning might manifest later
with different associations. I allowed my instincts
as an artist to guide my research. I made mistakes,
intentionally allowing for wrong ideas, or errors in
my writing to exist and sit for a time so that I could
learn from them. I allowed my “materials” to guide
me as well, drawing and building, so that my inquiry
changed, developed, and metamorphosed over time.
In addition to the written work, I kept journals, and
made books and objects to accompany what I read
and wrote. I drew, both in my sketchbook and largescale drawings as well. I drew not simply for the
sake of drawing, but as an opportunity to think while
1

making; to think with my entire body. Thinking
through making is what my thesis is about, but it is
also how I made this thesis. Finally, I also observed
how my experience growing up in a household of
anthropologists influenced my thinking to a point
I do not even notice the influence any more. It is
clear my internalized experience of ethnography has
influenced and informed a lot of my artistic choices,
including my desire to interview artists in their
studios to unearth what creates meaning for them.
This process of investigation began in earnest early in
the academic year, with my thesis proposal, (Fig.2-4).

Fig. 2 Gathering for Meaning, opened.

Fig. 1 Gathering for Meaning thesis proposal (2016). In the
permanent collection of the RISD Archives.

Fig. 3 Gathering for Meaning, being read.
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I chose not just to present an outline of my research
and writing plans, but also to create an object that
both discussed the creative process and required
the reader to become a doer through interacting
with the text. I wanted to release the definition of a
book, from its binding and its authorship. I wanted
there to be relationships between the author and the
reader, between the pages themselves, and have the
reader decide those relationships uniquely through
each reading. I was interested in challenging the
established relationships we have with books,
knowledge, and authorship, and physically repatterning my readers’ behaviors in response to
reading. I used vellum, a translucent paper, to print
the text and photographs of my studio practices,
allowing text and image to layer, disappear, and meld
at times. In between these pages, I layered pages of
art papers—some handmade, some manufactured,
some see-through, some textured—to create visual
and physical relationships. The pages are stacked
between two boards for stability and protection,
and the binding tying the pages together was a
paint-stained piece of cloth. The whole object was
then wrapped in a protective cloth I had dyed
with marigold tea. The book was a preliminary
exploration into how I might show the gathering and
associating aspects of the creative process through the
reader’s participation, and thereby collaboratively
explore the idea of thinking through making.

What is the distinction between creativity
and the creative process?
Creativity is a topic that can be and has been pursued
from many points of view. It has been discussed
from the perspective of philosophy, spirituality,
and psychology. It has been related to birth order,
neurology, socio-economic position, and gender. It
is an esoteric topic that has no end. Plato, in The
Republic, questioned whether artists were creators
at all, “Will we say, of a painter, that he makes
something? …Certainly not, he merely imitates.” The
discussion of creativity has gone on for centuries and
will (hopefully) go on for many more. It is one of the
characteristics of humans that can be said to define
the species; our strange drive to be creative and to
express ourselves through our bodies, through our
aesthetics, and through making meaning.
The creative process, on the other hand, is a discrete
way to a specific end. The fact that it is difficult to
define, has enormous variations, and yet remains
an understandable “thing” to most visual artists is
unique and fascinating. But that does not preclude it
having a knowable structure. Like the chaos theory
or other natural phenomena that remain mysterious
and random until they are described, I am looking for
a description of something that is inchoate, nebulous,
and amorphous, and which varies from artist to artist.

3

How do others define the creative process?
My research began with a literature review. I focused
specifically on authors writing about the “creative
process”. While there is a great deal of literature
discussing the creative process in the literary and
performing arts, there is less concerning the visual
arts. Is this due to the mythos surrounding the fine
artist as madman, or being touched by divinity, or
visited by a muse? Or is there an additional element
that is difficult to define in concrete terms of method;
that moment when synchronicity is met with an open,
available, associative mind, able to translate thought
into the complex act of making meaning? Writers
and actors frequently discuss the gathering and
associating in their methodological practices. Why
not explore how artists do this as well?
I also did Internet searches of visual models for
the creative process. From what I was able to find
in both the library and Internet sources, I began to
see an interesting pattern emerging of sequential,
often overlapping themes. The most significant
and reoccurring theme for me was the importance
of the “gathering” stage in the preliminary part of
the process. This, to me, is the exciting and vibrant,
living heart of the creative process. It is both the
prelude and the companion to the finished work. Yet
while the outlines and models I found in my research
certainly described the creative process, they felt
woefully inadequate to me. It was like saying, “First

you prepare the raw food, then you heat it, then you
put in on a plate,” to describe the act of cooking. All
true, but the essential essence of cooking is left out.
What are the essential essences of the creative process?

How are others using the creative process
outside the art world?
Based on this preliminary literature review, I then
took a different tack. (Notice how I was gathering
information and finding associations, and when
what I found didn’t resonate enough for me to be
satisfied with my investigation, I put the approach
aside and re-oriented my inquiry.) If the creative
process wasn’t being laid out clearly in the literature,
could I extrapolate how other people describe the
creative process though programs that purport to
integrate the creative process in their work? How
are others using the creative process as a tool in their
world? How is this idea already being utilized? After
conversations with members of the business and
teaching communities and doing Internet searches
on the topic I came across two main categories
that are currently being heavily marketed: Design
Thinking and Ethnographic Design. These are two
big taglines in secondary and collegiate academia,
business, and organizational dynamics right now.
The premise is that using design principles can
help academics, business people, and members of
a working organization be more “creative”, expand
their capabilities, or their “creative capacity”, and
4

organizations can be more flexible and inventive. I
looked at various programs around the country that
are using these ideas in their curricula. It appeared
to me as if these programs are either being designed
by non-designers or are being specifically marketed
to non-artists. It also appeared that the authors of
these programs observe what artists and designers do
and interpret the creative process in their own way.
Why does the creative process need to be simplified
or sanitized for general consumption? Is it simply a
marketing strategy to entice the general public? Does
the creative process need to be made more generic
for the general public to understand it? In addition,
empathy is a key word being used. I was intrigued.
What is it that artists and designers do that is being
interpreted as empathy by non-artists?

so I considered developing a survey to pull out the
and it felt tangible to me. I asked various people
and, in particular, my former classmates from the
RISD class of 1991 via a Facebook group, to weigh
in on what they did that contributed to their artistic
practice that was not the actual art making itself. I
got a small handful of answers and created an artist
book based on their responses combined with other
artist’s observations (see Appendix). I explored the
idea of not only gathering this information, but also
developing it through layering, and association, (Fig.
5-7). Like I did for my thesis proposal, I used vellum,
to allow the text to weave together through the pages
and create incidental, layered meaning.

What do visual artists think about the
creative process?
As I was doing my more traditional research, I
engaged fellow artists in this conversation, having
discussions and conversations over dinner, and
asking their opinions in order to advance my own
thinking and research. I was finding that their
thoughts on the subject exhibited richer and more
textured content then what I was finding through
standard literary and Internet research. What artists
had to say about their own creative process was more
nuanced than anything I had found in the literature

Fig. 4. Accompaniment (2017). Silk, velum, Japanese paper,
Japanese stab binding.
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Fig. 5. Accompaniment.

Fig. 6. Accompaniment.

I decided that it was time to formalize this input
essential aspects of how “gathering” informs the
creative process and sending it to a wide range of
artists. But as I rewrote and reworded the survey I
could not formulate the correct, neutral, non-leading
questions that would elicit the type of information
I was searching for. (Again, this act of gathering,
trying to find meaning, and discarding was an
important part of my research). Time and time again,
throughout this research process I was encouraged
by others to use to my own experience as an artist
in order to describe the creative process through my
own lens. Finally overcoming my own inhibition,
I began to reflect on how I make art. It felt like a
more evidence-based approach than what I had been
pursuing, but I also needed a dialog with other artists
to elicit essential and more universal truths than just
mine alone.
This process of wandering, of gathering and
discarding, of weaving together and unstitching ideas
and evidence is how I did my research for this thesis.
It is exactly how I approach making art. Does this
mean my thesis is art? Possibly, but using the creative
method, a research methodology stemming from the
creative process, I have researched, explored, and
developed a line of inquiry that looks more deeply
into my topic than standard research could. The next
chapter illustrates this early research, the failures and
limitations of my research, and how I developed what
felt like a more meaningful investigation using the
voices of artists themselves.
6
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Chapter 2:
Finding the Limits
How do others define the creative process in the
current literature? While I had expected there to be
a greater volume of books on this topic, I found that
there were actually very few books that specifically
talked about the creative process in the visual
arts. There are a plethora of books on the topics of
“creativity” from a philosophical, spiritual, and/
or psychological perspective. For example, Modes of
creativity: philosophical perspectives by Irving Singer,
Creativity and spirituality: bonds between art and religion
by E. Coleman, and Touched with fire: manic depression
and the artistic temperament, by Kay Redfield Jamison.
There is also a fair amount of literature on topics as
diverse as, what is creativity, what is the nature of
creativity, who becomes creative and why, developing
creativity, nurturing creativity, creativity in business;
these were all topics I could choose from. Some
examples of books that fall into these categories are,
Developing creativity in the primary school by J. Jesson,
and The business of creativity: toward an anthropology of
worth, by B. Moeran. There were also topics related to
the creative process including “flow”, “inspiration”,
how to measure creativity, and how to teach
creativity. For example, Crafting creativity & crating

craft by C.L. Weida, The muse: psychoanalytic exploration
of the creative inspiration by A. Tutter, and The soul of
creativity: forging a moral rights law in the united states,
by R. R. Kwall. Perhaps the most well known of
these is Csikszentmihalyi’s, Creativity: flow, and the
psychology of discovery and invention. While I certainly
had a plethora of books to examine on the topic of
inspiration, I couldn’t help but think of Chuck Close’s
famous comment, “Inspiration is for amateurs — the
rest of us just show up and get to work,” (Fig, 2009).
I thought these books were misleading in terms of
what I was pursuing. Most artists I know describe
the work, the labor, or the craft of art making. While
inspiration may or may not be a part of the creative
process, there are always tangible tasks involved. I
found it fascinating that while we have been formally
teaching students how to make art and become
artists in the U.S. since the 1800’s, and globally since
the Ancient Greek and Roman periods, there still
is so little documentation on the subject. How can
we be teaching art and design without a formal
understanding of what it is that we are teaching?
Why is it there is so little information on the creative
process? Is it simply because it is so personal and
individual a topic? Is it because we relegate it to the
mysterious and mystical? Is it too difficult for nonartists to relate to, to bother trying to communicate
the process? In watching the Oscars televised
on national TV recently, I noticed interviewers
frequently asked the actors questions like, “What
10

is your process?” and “How did you get into the
character?” The answers were subtle, varied and
highly individual. If non-actors can understand
“process” in terms of the performing arts, why don’t
we ask the same questions of visual artists? Artists
talk frequently about this topic amongst themselves.
It is something both magical and concrete an apparent
contradiction I don’t find difficult to tolerate. As an
artist, I am comfortable with contradictions; I believe
art making can be both concrete and ethereal. I
believe it is possible to describe the creative process
in usable ways, by paying close attention to the subtle
nuances of artists’ thinking and doing.

smart drivers is old hat. The new science of
embodiment has important implications for how
we think about ourselves and how we live our
lives. (p. 2)

Artist Janine Antoni is perhaps best known for her
physical relationship with her artwork. In Lick and
Lather (1993) (Fig 8), she cast classically styled selfportrait busts out of chocolate and soap. She licked
the chocolate and washed herself with the soap busts
in order to alter her self-portrait, in essence erasing
herself even as she was feeding and washing herself.

More importantly than what the creative process is,
is why it matters. What do we learn when we go
through the creative process? How can we apply that
to other areas to open up and advance our thinking?
Ingold (2016) writes about the knowledge embedded
in the body, saying, “To know things you have to
grow into them, and let them grow in you, so that
they become a part of who you are.” (p.1). There
is a growing interest in this topic of knowing with
the body and making knowledge through doing. In
Intelligence of the Flesh, Guy Claxton (2016) writes,
[Neurologists] no longer believe that the mind
is an ethereal source of control, sent to curb the
body’s waywardness and compensate for its
stupidity. They do not think that minds and
bodies are different kinds of stuff. The idea
that bodies are dumb vehicles and minds are

Fig. 8. Janine Antoni, Lick and Lather, chocolate, soap
(1993), (Lick and Lather, n.d.)
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In Loving Care (1993) (Fig. 9), Antoni, used her own
hair dipped in hair dye as a paintbrush, of sorts, to
make a drawing on the floor.

Fig. 9. Janine Antoni, Loving Care, performance with hair dye,
(1993), (Risbeck, 2016)

Speaking about her process, Antoni says,
[t] he notion of body knowledge is important
to me. I am aware of it when I make sculpture.
That’s one reason why I do these extreme tasks,
because viewers understand the labor somewhere
in their bodies: I know their relationship to those
activities isn’t neutral. I want to position the
viewer in a particular relationship to the object,
one of empathy toward my process. That’s very
different from the way we normally approach a
conceptual work of art, where we remain very
objective and go through a process of decoding
information. I’m very interested in this subjective
relationship to my process. (Richards, 2004, p. 229)

There is a body of knowledge (pun intended) that
we are not yet accessing because we leave out the
knowledge of the maker when we think about
knowledge and information gathering. Not only is
there knowledge embedded in the act of making an
individual thing, but there is knowledge embedded
in repetition and familiarity with that action as well.
This kind of knowledge is most obviously seen when
visiting an assembly line. A worker, tasked with only
one action, such as putting a blue line on the edge
of a plate, or welding the same piece of metal to an
endless line of automobile bodies, can move fluidly
and efficiently, organizing his body, her materials, and
their experience and muscle memory to do the same
task a thousand times over perfectly and ever more
efficiently. Relying on intuition, learned through
action: these people have an expertise that cannot
simply be copied, but rather, it has to be earned over
time through doing. What can we learn from them?
And can we learn it without making?

The Creative Process:
Literature and Models
Literature
My preliminary research unearthed some limited
descriptions of the creative process, (Fig. 10-14). I
extrapolated the discrete stages from these for the
purpose of this examination. The books and articles
12

I found which most clearly delineated a creative
process came from a variety of perspectives, though
not many were artists themselves. Kyna Leski is
a practicing architect and artist who writes about
creativity and teaches at the Rhode Island School
of Design. Nancy Andreasen, a neuroscientist and
psychiatrist, has conducted research in the field of
creativity, notably, like Redfield Jamison, on the
association between manic depression and creativity.
Tom Anderson is an art educator at the Florida State
University, Department of Art Education, and writes
about the relationship between art criticism and
ethnographic research. James Webb Young was an
advertising executive who wrote about generating
ideas in 1939 and is, to this day, quoted in discussions
on creativity. Finally, Rosamond E. M. Harding, a
musical historian, wrote about the creative process in
a variety of art forms. This range of voices, though
diverse, was not very satisfying to me as a visual
artist. It didn’t provide a wide enough entre into
the topic. However, certain patterns were evident in
these authors’ descriptions. There were relationships
within the structures and between the different
authors’ outlines. I also saw relationships to the
Scientific Method, (Fig. 15) to provide a comparison
and to show similarities between this widely accepted
model of inquiry and the creative process.

Why can’t the “Creative Method” join this hierarchy?
And why can’t the creative process better inform these
other approaches? There is a natural affinity between
science and art. A lot of scientists are interested and
ready to see the potentiality of the creative process,
often discussing their work in terms of creativity and
engaging in programs designed specifically to
encourage cross-pollination between fields.
All of the models I found could essentially be broken
into three parts: the preliminary work, the actual
work, and a reflection on the work, although they
don’t necessarily flow in that order. The Preliminary
Stage seems to be critical. None of the authors
jump directly into the “making” stage. While
extraordinarily different, all the authors advocate
for a space that allows for the mind to be prepared
to do the work of making. In a conversation I had
with Leski, she argued that the preliminary stages
are the making, but this did not seem to be universal
to all the authors—most authors had a more linear
approach, i.e., first this, then this, followed by this.
It is in this preliminary or concurrent space, where
thought flows freely, where error is embraced, where
newness can emerge, and where intellectual growth
can happen. This “space” is not an end point. There
is no process without moving forward, perhaps
revisiting this fertile space later.

The Scientific Method and the methodology of the
participant observer of ethnography are two wellestablished approaches to scientific investigations.
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Fig. 10 Leski:

Unlearning
Problem Making
Gathering and Tracking
Propelling
Perceiving and Conceiving
Seeing Ahead
Connecting
Pausing
Continuing

Fig. 11 Andraeson:

Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.

Fig. 13 Young:
Gathering
Working over Materials
Incubating
Birth of the Idea
Shaping and Development

Fig. 14 Harding:

Preparation
Incubation
Insight
Production

Fig. 12 Anderson:

The First Stage: Immersion and Response
The Second Stage: Description
The Final Stage: Interpretation

Preparation
The Appearance of Inspiration
General Procedure
Special Procedure

Fig. 15 The Scientific Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make an Observation
Form a Question
Form a Hypothesis
Conduct an Experiment
Analyze the Data and Draw a Conclusion
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Leski’s model, (Fig. 10), was the only one that
illustrated a more dynamic, 3-dimensional, ongoing
form—“the storm”—to describe the creative process.
Similar in some ways to Glick’s Chaos Theory, her
model shows how form can come through action or,
as in the case of an artist, through the making, but also
how the action itself creates form.
Visual Models
Having read what people wrote about the creative
process, I also looked at visual models on the Internet.
How are people describing the creative process
visually? I examined a variety of diagrams. They
all had vaguely circular shapes and they all outlined
similar processes, but different terms were used.
Words like “preparation” and “research” were interchangeable with “observation” and “incubation”.
Many also continued the use of the word “gathering”.
Most frequently referenced, and often appearing
in presentations on creativity, was Graham Wallis’
model for the creative process generated in Ihe Art of
Thought, published in 1926.

Fig. 16 Graham Willis, The Creative Process
Note: retrieved from Singh (1970)

The diagram on the next page stems from Graham
Wallis’ The Art of Thought, but is adapted using Ned
Herrmann’s book The Creative Mind, explains the way
the left and right sides of the brain process thought.
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Fig. 17 The Creative Mind
Note: retrieved from (Wallis’ n.d.)
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David Gill reflects on his own process as
a Graphic Designer in this model:

Fig. 18 The Process of Creativity
Note: retrieved from Kingston (n.d.)
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And finally, there is this diagram by Cody Willis, who
herself admits,

She then writes, “If I were asked to answer that
same prompt today, I would respond with something
like this:”

I’m a little embarrassed that this was the solution
I came up with for the prompt: “create a poster
that visualizes the creative process.” At the
time, being relatively new to the field of design,
I thought that the creative process was neat,
orderly, and beautiful.

Fig. 20 The Creative Cycle Revisited
Note: retrieved from The Creative Process (2016)

Fig. 19 The Creative Cycle
Note: retrieved from The Creative Process (2016)

So what is so “wrong” with the previous four
models (Fig. 16-19)? They all illustrate cyclical events
indicating motion. They all illustrate a set of stages
that, like the literary models, have a preliminary
stage essential to the making of art. Is it that they all
have rigid lines, one-directional arrows, compact and
separate units, or is it that they are all 2-dimensional,
flat, with relationships that occur purely on one
plane? Is that what makes them so limited? Is the
creative process a more 3-dimensional, dynamic
experience? Or are the visual models limited because
18

they lack subtlety and nuance? I find the certainty
of them unsettling. While there are qualities I can
relate to as an artist, some of the language is alien;
“Verification” implies an absolute quality in Wallis’
and Gill’s models. Gill’s “Realization”, suggests
that insight it is a singular and absolute event, rather
than an ongoing, metamorphosing, catalytic event.
Herrmann’s model is so divisive, it almost seems
to suggest that brains have no corpus callosum, or
any integrating forces at all. Cody Willis’ nautilus
shaped diagram, is less rigid and absolute, but even
her arrows head in one direction and there is no
muddying, layering or reiterating going on within the
process. Her final image is designed to be humorous,
but it is still perhaps more truthful to the actual
creative process in its lack of categorical absolutes.
Perhaps most significantly missing for me in all these
models is the artist’s relationship to their embodied
knowledge and to their materials.

attention to the design of their offices in order to
encourage creative, collaborations between their
employees.
But what is design thinking and what does it mean?
Tim Brown, president and CEO of IDEO, a “global
design company” describes it this way: “Design
thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation
that draws from the designer's toolkit to integrate
the needs of people, the possibilities of technology,
and the requirements for business success.” (Design
Thinking, n.d.)
IDEO has their own diagram for this process and
teaches courses based on these principles:

Design Thinking and Ethnographic Design
Design Thinking
Apple, a business whose success is due, in a large
part, to good design, has brought the idea of design to
the forefront of popular culture. “Design” is a hot,
new word not only in fields where products are made,
and in education, but in organizational dynamics and
business as well. Apple, Google, and Facebook are
among the high profile companies that are paying

Fig. 21 IDEO Model
Note: retrieved from Design Thinking (n.d.)
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My sister, Laura Appell-Warren, a teacher, an author,
and the director for the Global Citizenship Program
at the St. Mark’s School in Southborough, MA, shared
with me her experience with “design thinking”.
She uses the principles to help students see from a
more global perspective, (Fig. 22). Borrowing from
CreateEDU,

Fig. 22 CreateEDU
Note: retrieved from Creating Engagement through Innovation. (n.d.)
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Appell-Warren writes, “For me it was this first
step …. Empathy …. And it was also the idea that
the designer is NOT the expert … the user is.” In
particular, Appell-Warren points out that the stage
she finds most useful in working with students
around issues of global perspectives is the stage
titled, “Empathize”. If the empathy stage of a design
thinking model can have this kind of applicability,
could an even closer examination of the creative
process have equal applicability outside the art world
as well? Can we train students or employees to be
“global thinkers” through teaching art?

The following image is a slide from a lesson adapted
from a Design Thinking curriculum. The basic ideas
of design thinking have been adapted to create
a lesson plan that includes the title, “We are all
Designers!” But is that true? In simply following
this path of Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and
Test, will we, “become designers”? A case could easily
be made that, yes, designers do use these tools, but
is that all that designers do? Is there something more
that designers do that goes beyond these 5 tasks?

Fig 23 Design Thinking
Note: retrieved from Design Thinking-Lessons (n.d.)
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Empathy is a hot, new, overused word, broadly and
creatively defined as people mold it to their needs.
I find the idea of empathy as part of design a little
confusing. Is it because empathy is how non-artists
describe what we do when visual artists open up our
mind to go beyond established boundaries? Is that
actually empathy? The word empathy originates in
the Greek word “pathos”.
Empathy: n. Identification with, and understanding of
another’s situation, feelings, and motives.
Pathos: n. A quality, as of an experience or a work of
art, that arouses feelings of pity, sympathy, tenderness
or sorrow.
(The American Heritage dictionary, 2012)
The words, “feelings” and “tenderness” stand out
in these definitions. Again, is this what designers
do? Why isn’t tenderness listed as a stage in any of
these diagrams for the creative process and design
thinking? Do artists exist in a state of empathy with
the world? Do we turn it on and off in our studios
and offices? Do we remain empathetic all the time?
We are all familiar with artists who are not nice
people, who are selfish and anything but empathetic
to others—many famous, successful artists are often
described as selfish, abusive, even inhuman by their
families, people who knew them, and art historians
alike. We also know artists who can paint an ordinary
object with the same love and attention they would

paint a portrait of a lover. Even so, can one empathize
with a vase of flowers?
So is it rather, that artists have the ability to be
“selectively empathetic” with certain aspects of their
work? Are artists capable of a level of self-awareness
as they work that allows them to see themselves more
clearly in relation to their subjects or their subjects in
relations to their environments? Instead of stepping
into the shoes of another, is it that artist are more
able to step out of their own shoes for a moment of
observation and consideration? Is that what Design
Thinkers are calling “empathy”?
One of the flaws of Design Thinking, for me, is that
it appears so tidy. The closest one comes to error is
the word “Prototype”. But even that is a business
term related to copyright law. There is no messiness
and no room for error or experiment in these design
models, which to me indicates there is also little room
for insight, the kind that is found through making and
materials. For me, innovation does not come through
“viability, feasibility, and desirability”. It comes
through exploration, error and discovery. The models
for Design Thinking seem not only to be created for
or by non-artists, they seem to be designed with the
marketplace and marketability in mind.
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Ethnographic Design
The University of California, San Diego has latched
onto the idea of Ethnographic Design, creating
an entire program called, CoLED. CoLED, a
“collaborative laboratory” is a think tank of sorts,
an interdisciplinary gathering point for ideas
around ethnography and design. The members are
collaborating and experimenting with ethnographic
forms and process. So how do they define
ethnography and design?

Ethnography is a qualitative mode
of inquiry into the social and cultural
conditions of contemporary life.
In general, to design is to create an
intentional plan for the construction of
an object, system, or method – and to
do so in a way that considers form and
function. (An interdisciplinary hub, n.d.)

job, not just to look, but also to see. This distinction
is important. And if art making is intentional where
does that leave intuition and embodied knowledge?
So I began with the creative process and explored
the literature, including how writers define it, and
the ways the creative process is being adapted and
exploited in other fields. What does that tell us
about the creative process? My research seems to
reinforce the idea that the creative process is greatly
misunderstood as a methodology, and that it has
the potential to be hijacked, altered, and made into
a commodity for the marketplace. Yet the Rhode
Island School of Design and other art schools around
the world teach the creative process in their curricula
every day. So what is it really, and how do we make it
available to others outside the art world?

This brings some new ideas into the conversation.
Instead of “empathy”, “ethnography” is now being
used as a part of the design process. And design is
now an “intentional” act. Can we design and make
art through ethnographic observation and intentional
planning? Artists certainly rely on observation. It is a
critical tool for ethnography as well as art making, but
observation alone is looking, not seeing. It is an artist’s
23
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Chapter 3:
Artists’ Practices
Artists are comfortable relying on instinct, training,
and intuition to communicate. Perhaps it is that
words are inadequate and too pedantic to describe
the physical, emotional, and intuitive act of art
making. There is literature on the subject, in a nontraditional sense, in the form of photo essays of
artists’ studios that illustrated their creative processes.
The information is self-evident to me when I look at
those images, because as a visual artist I can decipher
and understand the meaning embedded in what an artist
gathers; evidence of the creative process in action.
This is what I see: within the spaces themselves,
is it cool, clean, and tidy, or chaotic and messy?
Why? How does the artists’ work relate to their
environment? The evidence of the work process:
paint covered floors from turpentine and water
dripping off the ends of their brushes, dust from
plaster and stone and charcoal. What does the
layering of the remnants of the practice reveal? What
is the doing teaching the artist? What am I learning
from looking and seeing these relationships in space
and to place? The gathered materials: the piles of
books in the corner, the collections of odd bits and

scraps, the objects, the collaged pieces of paper, the
ticket stubs and found match covers pinned to the
walls. What is the artist experiencing with the feel
and sight of these things, which are familiar, and often
worn thin?
I also know the information is there from the
thousands of hours I have spent with fellow artists
and designers discussing what aspect of our creative
process has recently risen to prominence, what new
ideas are percolating in our work, what essential tasks
do we need to engage with before we can put graphite
to paper, or paint to canvas, or ruler to diagram. The
richness of the information fills me; the importance
of learning from fellow artists is necessary, and the
variety excites me. It became obvious that because
the information hasn’t been published and written
about, it is not being acknowledged. It exists; it has
value. It simply hasn’t been captured and translated.
It is, in a sense, an oral literature borne out of labor
and experience, over time, no less valuable than the
accumulated wisdom from ancient societies or archaic
members of a guild. Again, I am able to see how
closely entwined are my arts based research and my
ethnographic methodological approach.
At this point in the exploration, the limitations of
a 1-year Masters program loomed large over me.
How could I gather such information in such a short
period of time? The best way would, of course, be a
collection of interviews over dinner and coffee—the
29

Fig. 24. Arpaïs duBois’ workspace. (Demeulemeester, Hendrikx, & Logan, 2016)
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natural environment in which visual artists share
knowledge and support and guide one another,
developing their craft. Ideally I would thoughtfully
plan these conversations in relation to one another,
record, transcribe, and analyze them. I would gather
the stories. I would weave them together, discover
associations and discard threads not worth pursuing
for the time being. But I did not have the luxury
for such an endeavor at this time. So what could I
do? I could initiate an online survey with a short
set of questions, I supposed, but I find this type of
survey a truly limited form of knowledge gathering.
I imagined I could distill some ideas down to a gemlike form to develop more significant ideas that could
then lead to further research—post graduation. What
are the essential truths of the creative process for
the visual artist? Why is “gathering” so significant
an idea? What do visual artists do, and take for
granted, that non-artists don’t see? What can we
not do without in order to paint, sculpt, photograph,
design, and create? What is being re-interpreted by
other fields as “empathy” and “intention”? How can
this rich body of knowledge be made more apparent
so that we can teach our children how to discover
what exists “beyond the back of the wardrobe” and
expand our concept of knowledge gathering? So I
went back to what I know to begin a new kind of
research; I began to draw. I became a participant
observer of my own practice. What do I do when
I draw that is different from other activities? What
behaviors, thoughts or qualities are essential in the act
of drawing?

After what it is not, comes what it is…
Karen LaMonte, an internationally renowned glass
artist, frequently discusses her creative process. She
gathers resources and ideas and likens the process
which leads to “creative evolution”, as she calls it, to a
raincloud, heavy with moisture,
I feel it is possible to set the stage for inspiration
by constantly feeding my mind. I think of my
mind and my imagination like a super saturated
solution holding all of these experiences in
suspension. At some point all of these inputs can
no longer be held afloat and they re-form making
a new and unique expression. A new idea is
formed. I have catalyzed creative evolution. That
is the conscious version. But I like this raincloud
that I saw outside my window as a metaphor
for the subconscious process. It is more organic.
As the cloud grows it gathers and holds energy
and moisture from all of its surroundings until it
can no longer. Then it releases rain. To me this
is like the dissemination of new ideas. (Polaner,
LaMonte 2017)

This idea of the “gathering” rainstorm resonated with
me. To understand the preliminary or concurrent
practices of the creative process, the “gathering,”
I had to look inward as well as outward. Like
LaMonte’s raincloud I needed to gather and become
saturated. What is it that I do as an artist and know
fully and intimately, and how can that be compared
and contrasted with other artists? As I did research
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into my own practice through drawing, I engaged in
dialogs with other artists. What about my practice
related to their practices? As I made and I listened,
some common themes emerged. What follows is an
exploration of a handful of qualities that constitutes
the creative process. I am only scratching the surface
in exploring these themes. I chose some of the more
ill defined areas just because I believe they need our
attention. There is a much wider and more in-depth
conversation to be had.
Gregory Amenoff describes a particularly poignant
moment in his own creative process that produced
insight,
I think all painters make paintings that may not
represent their best work but are nonetheless
pivotal in their development. That is, they
discover something in a piece that represents a
moment of realization. It might be color, it might
be paint handling, it might be finally hooking
onto a personal subject matter, or whatever else.
For me, I remember very distinctly that this
happened with a painting called Pink Wish. The
way it’s painted I was almost watching my hand
move. I’m not an athletic person, but the way I
felt working on this painting is the way I imagine
athletes must feel when they’re operating at their
peak performance level and almost marveling
at how well things are working. Simply put, I
remember getting a sense of coordination in this
painting; I think that happens to all painters
at various points. You get to walk across the
meadow for a while. Then, unfortunately, there’s

another mountain ahead of you—it never really
gets easier but there are fleeting moments of ease.
(Richards, 2004, p.51)

Without expecting it, he learned something about
the physical nature of painting. He was able to
observe himself in the act of painting, discovering
his own well of embodied knowledge. In order to
reflect on what it is that I do as an artist, I had to look
back at that moment when the back of the wardrobe
opened for me into a forest with trees and snow and
a lamppost. This insight wasn’t a singular event, it
happened over time, and reoccurs a little bit each time
I engage in making. But the awareness seems to be
most visible to me when I first began to draw.
In 1986, as a sophomore at Wellesley College, I took
my first drawing class with Bunny Harvey. One of
the first exercises we had was to draw a leaf. The
students walked outside on the cool, autumn, leafstrewn campus and carefully chose just the right leaf.
We were instructed to look at them, not in a cursory
way, but to pause, to take the time to be silent, to let
go of our selves, and to really see to the leaf. Bunny
told us of the Lawrence Weschler book, called Seeing
Is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees. Bunny
encouraged us not to impose on the leaf what we
believed it to be, but to let the leaf show us what is
was. We were to do a simple line drawing of the
leaf. The purpose was to discover what line had the
potential to describe about the leaf. We were being
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taught to discover that the line our pencils left on the
page could potentially describe the light bouncing off
the organic material. It could describe the weight or
the lack of weight of the leaf, the relationship between
the surface of the table and the leaf, and it could
describe the difference between the texture of a leaf
that was intact and the texture of a leaf that was torn.
Light, relationships, texture, weight. That was a lot
for a simple graphite line to describe.
So what was Bunny actually asking us to do?
Why was that moment so profound for me as an
observer, a researcher, a thinker, an artist, and as a
human being? In that act of sitting, (not judging,
not imposing my own preconceptions of what the
leaf was), I was able to see things I perhaps had not
noticed or seen before. I suddenly could address that
there were moments where the light actually shone
off the surface of the leaf, and where the leaf and
the table seemed to merge. But more importantly, I
could see that individual leaf more honestly and more
deeply. I wasn’t just drawing a picture of a leaf; I was
trying to discover this leaf’s essential, true nature.
There is a tenderness and intimacy to that that kind
of observation. To truly look at an object and not
impose your self upon it, but to listen to what it can
communicate about its self requires an openness,
and a laying bare of one’s soul. It occurred to me as
I was drawing the leaf that because of that intimacy
and connection I was also drawing myself. Through
making, I was able to discover things about the

leaf and about how I related to the leaf that I had
previously missed when I merely looked.

Tenderness & Vulnerability
Saif Mhaisen, a first year graduate student in the
Painting Department at RISD, has done a series of
drawings of Sadam Hussein, the former President of
Iraq. Hussein can be described in many ways, but is
perhaps most identified by his brutality and for his
ultimate execution for crimes against humanity. It
would be easy for Mhaisen to draw portraits of the
dictator that were more like caricatures, or represent
the man’s actions as a leader, or as a symbol of
monstrosity. However, Mhaisen draws Hussein with
the same care and attention he provides the other
subjects of his drawings, his close friends, his family
and other important figures in his life. At first glance,
I mistook his portrait of Hussein for the portrait
of a family member because of the familiarity and
generosity with which he drew it. There is a level
of intimacy and connection between the subject and
the painter. Mhaisen is able to depict the humanity
within the monster through thousands of small
charcoal marks. He describes the softness of an aging
man’s skin, the weariness of a man captured. The
artist, through drawing, has delivered to us the man
behind the news headlines.
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Fig. 25 Saif Mhaisen, Sadam Hussein, charcoal, paper, 2017
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I often draw tools and objects that are worn and
have a patina that is created through use. These
tools and objects are extensions of the laborer or
craftsmen, marked by their hands, rubbed smooth,
or rusted with age. They are objects that take on the
characteristics of their user and are expressions of the
wielder’s craftsmanship. When I draw tools, I think
of the person who made them, and who used them,
and I give them the same consideration I would give
the person they represent. I consider my drawings
of tools to be portraits and I develop feelings of
tenderness, affection, and familiarity with them
through the act of drawing.

Trust & Honesty
Every time I begin a drawing or painting or any
kind of art making, there is a moment of anxiety.
A slightly panicked flutter of disbelief that I could
possibly perform this magical act of creation yet
again. Can I make that act of transformation come
out of myself again? How could I possibly create
beauty from nothingness? I don’t know if it is my
doubting my talent, my own inherent value, or if it
is just the awe at the mystical, magical quality of art
making; that like God, artists get to “create”. That
is the esoteric consideration, but there is also the
concrete to consider. In order to create, there is a trust
that an artist has to have. Trust—that their subject
will provide the artist with the information they need

Fig. 26 Charity Appell McNabb, Scissors, charcoal, paper, 2017
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to see and make, that the materials will crumble and
leave traces in just the right way to express the artist’s
vision, and that the artist’s mind has a unique and
valuable enough ability to translate what is seen or
experienced on a given day through the materials
and techniques in a meaning filled way. Each artist
is different. When artists are given the same subject
they see it completely differently. But both are true.
When an artist is able to trust the object of their
endeavors, the materials, and themselves they are able
to relinquish expectations of what the artwork should
look like and make a piece that is about themselves in
relation to that work of art. Paul Schimmel, a wellknown curator, speaking recently at the Rhode Island
School of Design (March 2017) advises artists to, “put
blinders on so you are not distracted from yourself”.
Both Manley and Leis love their dogs: it is obvious in
their depictions of them. One is humorous; one is a
portrait “in repose”, but the way the artists make
marks, the setting in which they place the dogs, and
their intimate knowledge of their dogs’ bodies and
personality make obvious their close relationship.
Through the subject matter, both artists have
revealed as much about themselves and their
relationships with their dogs as they have about the
dogs themselves.

Fig. 27 Alexandra Manley, Fergus, charcoal, graphite, paper, 2016
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Fig. 28 Sarah Leis, Billy, graphite, paper, 2017
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Gathering & Associating
Gathering? What is it? Most artists do it. Why is it
so important and if it is so important, why is it never
discussed within the context of art history? While
collecting the original objects has an importance,
perhaps more important is the gathering, or
summoning of them together, moving them around to
create relationships, and finding associations between
the elements.
The definition of the word “gather” is fascinating.
It refers to community building activities, to
craftsmanship, to imagination. “Associate” reinforces
this idea of community and relationship, as well
as imagination.
Gather: v. 1. To cause to come together; convene. 2a. To
accumulate (something) gradually; amass. 2b. To harvest,
to pick. 3. To gain by a process of gradual increase. 4.
To collect in one place. 5. To pick up and enfold. 6, To
arrange, in sequence, for bookbinding. 7a. To draw into
small folds or puckers, as by pulling a thread through cloth.
7b. To contract and wrinkle. 8. To draw about or bring
one thing closer to something else. 9. To conclude; infer.
10. To summon up; muster. 11. To attract or be a center of
attraction for.
Associate: v. 1. To join as a partner, ally or friend. 2.
To connect or join together; combine. 3. To connect in the
mind or imagination.
(The American Heritage dictionary, 2012)

Bunny Harvey recently had a retrospective at the
Davis Museum, at Wellesley College, upon the
occasion of her retirement from teaching at the
college. ( Fig. 29, 30) Two sections of the exhibition
were devoted to her collections of objects from her
studio practice. From large-scale sketches, pieces
of furniture, and twisted curls of birch bark, to
fragments of metal scraps from the streets of the
Jewelry District of Providence, to gouache studies
and bones of animals, her collections and studies are
expansive, expressive and are essential to her thinking
and painting. She learns about mark and color and
proximity through her collections and her paintings
almost seem like animations of these incidental
moments; a forgotten piece of stone re-animated or
brought back to life on the canvas.
An artist has a collection of bits of colored paper,
sketched notes, torn scraps of train tickets, and a
swatch of fabric pinned to the wall. She puts down
her paint brush in the middle of painting a landscape
and she goes to the wall where she pinned these little
incidental things, sometimes years ago. Without
really thinking about it, she rearranges them. She
has done it before. If there is a correct and final
arrangement, then why doesn’t she photograph
them, call it a finished piece of art, and hang it in a
gallery? Is it because there is no final and correct way
of arranging them? Is it because there is some value
in the act of arranging them in relation to each other?
The artist absent-mindedly goes back to her painting,
having gained something. What has she gained?
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Fig. 29 Bunny Harvey: Four Decades,
Davis Museum, Wellesley College, (2015).
Studio Installation. (Note: retrieved from
RETROPSPECTIVE GALLERY, n.d.)

Fig. 30 Bunny Harvey: Four Decades,
Davis Museum, Wellesley College, (2015).
Studio Vitrine. (Note: retrieved from
RETROPSPECTIVE GALLERY, n.d.)
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In the book Art Studio America, (Amirsadeghi,
Eisler, Belloli, Genocchio, Godfrey, Storr, & Friend,
2013), the studio spaces of artists are explored both in
photographs and in words. In addition to sketches
and studies pinned to walls, books stacked on shelves
or on the floor, and tools and materials laid out in
repeat, most artists seem to collect music and found
objects. Other artists have very specific gatherings of
items, (Fig. 31-35). Brice Marden collects sticks, (p.
568), Andrea Zittel makes sculpture out of dozens of
used tea bags, (p. 504), Sage Vaughn has images and
cards taped to the wall with blue painter’s tape, (p.
120), Tony Oursler has boxes of little objects he uses
to make casts, (p. 446), and Zoe Leonard has a tray of
neutral toned stones and coral, (p. 564). Many artists
have an odd collection of mismatched and seemingly
random items.
In Artists at Home/Work, (Demeulemeester, T.,
Hendrikx, D., & Logan, S., 2016), the live/work
spaces of Belgian artists are examined, (Fig. 33-37).
(There are no page numbers in this book) This set of
photos and descriptions of the artists and the spaces
in which they live and work show artist Robert
Devriendt sketching and making notes on his studio
walls. Arpaïs duBois tapes and hangs objects and
papers to the wall. Guy Rombout’s studio is filled
floor to ceiling with collections of random objects and
papers awaiting transformation into art. Mario de
Brabandere hangs colored pencil sketches and small
paintings, with objects and shapes, scraps of paper
and advertising turned on its side, next to the wall
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Fig. 31-35 Art Studio America, Amirsadeghi, Eisler, Belloli, Genocchio, Godfrey, Storr, & Friend, 2013
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where he paints. Sophie Muller’s studio has shelves
of medical curios.
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These collections are the artists’ library. They are a
resource center filled with information, knowledge
and learning opportunities. Each artist designs the
contents of their own library and resource center
in a way that has meaning and provides access to
knowledge for them.

Proximity & Intuition
About proximity and intuition, Mark Dion reflects,
I don’t actually make things in the studio, I really
make things on site, for site. I don’t mean just
that I make things in specific relationship to
the architecture where they are going to exist; I
also work in terms of the context, the social and
political history and also the temporal context,
by which I mean, What’s going on? What’s in
the air? What considerations are current? I work
with local materials, local technicians, and I
rarely make things in one place and then move to
another. That changes the nuances in the way the
work comes together. (Richards, 2004 p. 143)

Fig. 33-37. Artists at Home/Work, Demeulemeester,
Hendrikx, & Logan, 2016

Proximity is not just the space; it is the tension,
the energy that exists between objects and people.
How do we know when we are standing too close
to each other? In a conversation with a stranger?
On a subway? With a lover? In another culture?
In a museum? We all understand that there is an
“appropriate” distance between ourselves and other
people and things that is “correct”. How do we know
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this? We learn through standing an inch closer
and inch farther and discovering the right distance.
We learn through the reactions of others. Did the
woman pull away when the man stepped in closer to
her? Did the museum guard become alert and tense
when the child walked right up to the painting and
examined it boldly? Artists learn the same way, but
they listen, in addition to the reactions of others, to
their own reactions. Does the eye move more rapidly
through the collection of objects when this object is
closer to this one? Moving it a centimeter more, and
the eye no longer moves freely, it stops like a person
running to the end of the pier and finding the boat
already pulled away. Just like we are trained to listen
to the objects we draw without imposing our own
certainty, we are also trained to listen to ourselves,
and our instincts. If we feel that there is an abrupt
change from one element to another in a of a piece
of art, or that the repetition is so frequent so that
the relationships become too boring, we are trained
to listen to that instinct. We could sit down and
analyze why that instinct is based on evidence, and
therefore make it a fact, but an artist’s work is made
up of hundreds of thousands of such decisions in
each piece. Artists learn to look beyond evidence to
trusting their own instinct. In moving and organizing
their collections, they constantly train their eyes,
their hands, and their intuitions to understand the
significance of visual relationships. This training
makes the process of decision making almost
simultaneous to the act of making.

studio practice moving things around in space moving
space around things by Monika Agnello , (Fig. 38),
is an installation of drawing, paintings and objects
that speak to the artist’s search for meaning through
proximity and discovering relationships between the
various elements. Agnello is exploring meaning even
as she rearranges the work she is currently exploring.
I use collections of found objects to discover meaning
through proximity and intuition every day. In my
studio I have drawers of my collections, 6 deep and 10
wide: bones, shells, rope, twisted metal, objects—
clearly loved and lost by their owners, pieces of glass
and plastic, shreds of paper, found objects, and pieces
of texture and color. I collect evidence of nature:
shells from a beach, pinecones and seedpods with
perfect examples of Fibonacci spirals, bones from
roadkill long ago cleaned by time. I collect remnants
of humanity: twisted metal, flattened by tires in the
street, lost pins and rusted keys. And I collect tools,
worn smooth through use, chipped and broken, but
loved. Each time I find new objects or rearrange old,
familiar ones I am learning through the process of
gathering and associating how things express
meaning through their relationships to one another.
How do texture and color change when an object
comes closer or is moved farther away from another;
what does light do to influence those relationships?
There is significance here in, not just looking, but also
seeing, and holding space for the objects, allowing
them to share information about their true nature.
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Fig. 38 Monika Agnello, studio practice moving things around in space moving space around things (2017)
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Fig. 39. Charity Appell McNabb, Collections, (n.d.)
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Many times I will go into my studio and just move
things around in order to gain new insights about
object, color, line, and proximity. I save these scraps,
sometimes for decades, without finding any
relationships between them. Then one day I will
discover meaning in them, see resonance, find
associations, and learn something new I never knew
before. I will often learn things that do not have a
name to describe them; it is an intuitive knowledge
that I learn through action and that I retain in my body.

Harmony & Resonance
There are many ways that we create harmony and
resonance in the visual arts. We use color, repetition,
weight, and relationships. Harmony and resonance
are terms borrowed from music. While most of
us are not musical theorists, most of us can still
recognize harmony and resonance. Why? Because it
is ingrained in our being that there are things that ring
true or they don’t, they are dissonant. Many artists
love dissonance and rely on it to create contrast to
harmony and resonance. Artists use the imposition or
the absence of harmony and resonance to knowingly
pluck at the heartstrings of the viewer. Do these
elements draw us in, drive us away, or leave us
hungering for more?

Sean Scully discusses the symmetry and harmony of
his painting, Empty Heart,
[It] is very symmetrical, but it’s not a symmetrical
painting. I wanted to make something
harmonious and beautiful. The reason this
painting is symmetrical is that I wanted to put
something right in the middle that was different
from what was around it in some interesting or
provocative or poignant way. Since the inset
panel is right in the middle, you have to look at
it and everything around it at exactly the same
time. In other words, the issue of symmetricality,
in and of itself, is not particularly interesting
to me. It’s only interesting to me in relation to
the way that I can put one kind of painting in
the middle of another kind of painting. You
have two paintings making up one painting,
or two things making up one thing that’s the
relationship that’s of interest to me, not the notion
of things being the same. (Richards, 2004, p.43)
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Fig. 40. Empty Heart, Sean Scully, oil on linen (Richards, 2004)
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Fig. 41-44 Pigments from the Color Lab, RISD (2017)
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Color is another aspect of the creative process that can
have both harmony and resonance, and dissonance
and discord. William Miller, Technician in the Painting
Department at RISD, teaches a Color Studio class and
specifically teaches an assignment called “Harmony
and Discord”. Using hue, value, saturation, and
temperature, he teaches students to discover their
own relationships to color. Comparing himself to a
voice coach, Miller’s goal is not to tell students what
color “is”, but rather to expand their “range” by
broadening their personal understanding of color.
Not everyone has the same relationship with color
and we can often disagree on what color we perceive
at any given time, but we do seem to have a fairly
universal understanding that there are colors that “go
together” or that “swear”. Miller describes color as
being “evocative of other kinds of consciousness”.
We access color not through our conscious minds, but
in a more visceral, instinctual way.

Absence & Evidence
Absence can have many forms. Silence, shadow,
negative space, pausing, erasing, eliminating,
memory; all these variations on absence are part of
the creative process. Absence can be as important
as presence. Absence often highlights the thing that
is absent, giving the idea or the image an increased
weight, or it highlights what has been included,
making a distinction between the two. As Cullen

Washington Jr. said, at a recent artist’s lecture, (RISD,
March 2017), “If you give it a name, it has history.”
Absence requires a suspension of knowing. It forces
us to listen more intently for what is not. Absence
requires us to be more present in what is.
Vanessa Nieto Romero uses themes of absence and
presence throughout her work. Whether she is
doing drawings about the acid attacks in Columbia
as an act of erasing a woman’s personhood, or using
abstract papermaking techniques, all her work has
an implied relationship with the body—hers as well
as her subjects’ bodies. She likens the “evidence”
we leave as artists, making marks on a page, to the
evidence we leave throughout our lives—from the
first footprint we leave behind as newborns in the
hospital, to the paper trail of documents we leave as
we apply for passports, to the government stamps
we need to have in order to be married, we leave
evidence of our existence throughout or lives. Often
working with “literal to metaphoric depictions of
women’s oppression”, her desire is to “make evidence
of presence” in her work. “How can I activate
the absence [of oppressed women] through my
presence?” Romero’s use of absence often involves
labor in which we are required to bear witness to the
artist’s “making of absence”.
Often my paintings depict my thinking about a
subject more than the subject itself. I am more
interested in the act of creation than I am in
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Fig. 45 Vanessa Nieto Romero,
Remembrances, handmade paper, thread.
(2017)

Fig. 46 Vanessa Nieto Romero,
Remembrances, handmade paper, thread
(detail). (2017)
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Karen LaMonte’s glass, metal and ceramic sculptures
of female figures in draped clothing never describe
an individual woman, but the absence of facial or
individual features doesn’t diminish the personal
presence we feel when we see these life-sized
sculptures. LaMonte’s show at the Museum of Glass:
International Center for Contemporary Art in Tacoma,
Washington was, in fact, titled, Absence Adorned,
(LaMonte, 2005). We are as aware of the implied
figure in these pieces as we are of the culturally
weighted clothing that defines the absent figures.

Fig. 44. Charity Appell McNabb, Hawk, mixed media, linen. (1999)

producing an object through creation. This painting,
Hawk, is a visual exploration or a study about hawks.
I did not include a finished depiction of a hawk, as the
subject of my painting was my process as a painter—
researching and studying the idea of a thing.

Fig. 45. Karen LaMonte, Kimono Sculptures, mixed media. (n.d.)

The sculpture on the next page blew up in the kiln
as it was being fired. Rather than discarding months
of work, LaMonte rebuilt the figure using an ancient
Japanese technique for repairing ceramics called
“kintsugi”, where gold leaf is applied on the cracks
not to hide, but to highlight the imperfections.
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To non-artists, mistakes are often misunderstood
“bad” or “wrong”. To an artist or a designer, a
mistake is just another material to be utilized. When
drawing, artists often intentionally use unforgiving
materials specifically so that the mistakes remain,
highlighting their significance. Drawings will show
hours of lines draw “incorrectly” before the correct
line is discovered. The Italians even have a word
for the technique, pentimenti. It is derived from
the word, “to repent”. The process of carving out
an image from the page is left like archeological
remnants that make the act of drawing almost more
important that the subject of the drawing. Rather
than penitent, it is an emboldened declaration of
“This is how I do what I do and I am not afraid to
show it to you!”

Wonder & Wonder
Wonder: n. One that arouses awe, astonishment,
surprise, or admiration: a marvel.
Wonder: v. To be filled with curiosity
(The American Heritage Dictionary 2012)

Fig. 46. Kintsugi Golden Repair Ceramic Sculpture. Karen
LaMonte. (n.d.)

Sean Foley (Markinosh, 2016) describes wonder like
this, “Wonder has been defined as a form of learning,
‘an intermediate, highly particular state akin to a sort
of suspension of the mind between ignorance and
enlightenment that marks the end of unknowing and
the beginnings of knowing’”(p. 71).
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Fig. 47 Charity Appell McNabb, Portrait, charcoal, paper. (2006)
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Fig. 48 Charity Appell McNabb, Lead Pourer, charcoal, paper, found object. (1994)
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Awe and wonder are as much a part of making art
as it is a part of viewing art. While I am looking to
describe the creative process in discrete, concrete
terms, one of the stages of the creative process is
an element of the unknown. Artists often talk both
about the practical aspects of their craft, as well as
the impractical, the amazing, the sublime, the divine.
Cullen Washington observed, “the void, it can be
interpreted as the mystery, the awed” (RISD, March
2017). “To witness a person in a state of wonder
is to see a kind of paralysis, with eyes and mouth
open as if to consume the experience. All senses are
engaged by wonder.”(Mackinosh, 2016, p.73). The
goal of learning through “all senses” is not typical in
most non-art fields where multi-tasking is a priority.
Priority is not given to paying full attention, in a
singular, embodied way, where all senses are focused
and engaged collaboratively to perceive, learn and
think.

In a twist of linguistic irony, the act of wondering,
of exploration, of inquiry, or curiosity, is often the
energy that drives us to encounter wonder. Curiosity
begets awe. The act of making, the desire to discover
what might be, leads us to a spiritual experience
of sublime amazement.

Artists can be filled with wonder even at their own
abilities. “Creation is such a mystery” Magdelena
Abakanowicz (Richards, 2004) explains,
we can be influenced by anything around us—but
only up to a certain point: every artist represents
such a complicated inside world, and all this
information is formed into a language specific to
that person. Art comes from having not enough
of one thing and too much of something else.
This is why we have to express things in this
irrational language. (p. 133)
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Chapter 4:
Making Associations—
Analysis and Conclusion
How is this relevant to art and design education?
How can the creative process become usable to other
fields, and to teachers who are working in art? Can
recognizable value be found in the preliminary or
concurrent practices of artists and designers? Can
concepts, like absence and proximity, ever be accepted
by the wider population? Can we expect CEOs and
businessmen to integrate ideas like presence and
wonder into their organizations?
Art education pedagogy and curriculum in K-12
settings, and to a lesser degree in collegiate settings,
is being pressured to become more palatable and
“usable” through initiatives like STEAM and art
integrated curricula. This dumbing down and demystifying the creative process does not expand
arts usage; rather, it commodifies it, and devalues it,
erasing the very essence of its value. Design Thinking
has so altered the process of a designer that it is
hardly recognizable to a designer as their process
any more. So what can we do to expand the field?
We can see the relationship between the fields of art
and the social sciences. We can look more deeply
into the value of the esoteric knowledge derived

from the creative process. We can examine ideas
like tenderness and vulnerability, trust and honesty,
gathering and associating, proximity and intuition,
harmony and resonance, absence and evidence, and
wonder and wonder, and not shy away from the
deeply personal and highly charged information
likely to be uncovered in the process. The better
we can know the artist’s mind and how they learn
through accumulating embodied knowledge, the
greater the knowledge base we as a community of
thinkers, can drawn upon.
The unique type of knowledge found in making
cannot be faked or merely superimposed. If other
fields wish to borrow on the knowledge and the
wisdom of the visual artist and the designer, ideas
cannot simply be adopted and reapplied. The action
of making is how the ideas become manifested. One
cannot simply identify an idea, make it generic,
change its name, and apply it to another area of
expertise. To learn through craft, art, and design
one has to know through making. Students cannot
expect to learn through others’ experience; they
must generate embodied knowledge for themselves;
knowledge they can carry with them into other
fields. Arts curriculum can teach students how to
think through making, how to utilize embodied
knowledge, and how to expand looking into seeing.
The universal applicability of the creative method to
create innovation and change only comes through
personal engagement and trial and error. It cannot be
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purchased as a commodity; they must be experienced
and practiced. Arts curricula can show students
pathways to knowledge that cannot be accessed
through other ways of thinking.
In expanding the vocabulary we are using to discuss
what artists have to offer the world in terms of
intellectual inquiry, innovation, and advancement,
we are expanding our understanding of what we
are capable of as human beings. Through acts of
tenderness and trust, can we respond more sensitively
and honestly to a rapidly changing and complex
world? By utilizing wonder can we make greater
innovation happen?
I have uncovered for myself the power and perception
that comes from thinking through making. It is a
treasure to me, but a treasure I want to share. In order
to continue elucidating this powerfully insightful
methodology for others, we must look deeper into
the embodied knowledge of making by listening to
the makers themselves. I believe teaching making
to all students will expand our thinking as a species
into territories not yet fully explored. Rather than
dumbing down art and design education, I believe the
creative process needs to be more fully, deeply, and
intimately understood and appreciated so that we can
expand rather than contract the intellectual resources
available to us.
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Drawing teaches us how to see ourselves.
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Appendix
What preliminary or concurrent practices do you
do that contributes to, but is not particularly art
making?
Compiled from various sources, including individuals, art
resources, and a survey question to the RISD class of 1991.
*Laying out art tools
*Sketching
*Tidying the studio—Charity Appell McNabb
*Making tea—Hawxhurst McNabb
*Seeing relationships between objects
*Silence
*Looking up words in the dictionary—Bunny Harvey
*Doing color studies
*Reading
*Announce, " I will be painting today", so I won't be
interrupted much.-Carolina Arentsen Urria
*Pouring a drink
*Listening to music
*Removing my watch and all other reminders of time
from my person before entering the shop.—
Brandon Pierce
*Researching materials
*Watching changing landscapes—
Charity Appell McNabb
*Free association

*Doing focused studies
*Writing
*Collecting objects for study—Hawxhurst McNabb
*Observing nature
*Unlearning
*Cleaning up before, cleaning up afterwards.
*Eat breakfast and wear comfortable shoes.—
LeeAnn Herreid
*Drawing
*Taking photographs
*Making notes
*Collecting objects or words to discover new
relationships—Bunny Harvey
*Texture studies
*Cooking—Bunny Harvey
*Teaching art, ipad art on the subway as well as
sketching folk, using Google Images to collect
huge amounts of photo refs for projects, keeping a
physical inspiration file.—Jen Spence
*Emptying the mind
*Mark making exercises
*Teaching—Joseph Coates
*Hiking to an overlook to enjoy the view.—
Jim Russell
*All of the above. Oh wait that might be
procrastinating. But seriously, I do most of the
things you listed... especially the color studies. –
Catherine Hamilton
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Note:

My thesis is a hand-bound fabric book. It sits within a sculptural box that is designed to exemplify
the creative process allowing the reader and viewer to become a participant in the creative
process. The box accompanying my thesis is a cabinet of curiosities of sorts. It was designed
by Charity Appell McNabb and constructed by Cesar Faustino. The cabinet is built of plywood,
chipboard, book cloth, and paper. Within the box are collections of hand-bound books, papers,
cloth, small oil paintings and sculptures, found objects, and text. The box is made up of four,
stacked layers and is held in place with magnets. Drawings and acrylic paintings adorn the outer
surfaces of the box.
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